Jesus Christ is Coming Back Again
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\[ \textit{\textbf{First Tenor}} \]

\[ \text{Raise your hands to heaven.} \]
\[ \text{Try to comprehend it from the rooftop.} \]
\[ \text{Yell it from the rooftop.} \]
\[ \text{Raise your hands to heaven.} \]

\[ \textit{\textbf{Second Tenor}} \]

\[ \textit{\textbf{Baritone}} \]

\[ \textit{\textbf{Bass}} \]

\[ \textit{\textbf{Tambourine}} \]

\[ \textit{\textbf{Piano}} \]

\[ \textit{\textbf{Violin 2}} \]

Come on and...
Everyone...
Everyone...
Come on and...
Fourth time to Coda

We know that Jesus Christ is coming back again. So...

lujah.
morrow.
spoken.
lujah.
So gather up the sins that haunt you. The
So give Him all the things that own you. The

And all of the...
worries, sins and bitter fights.

...and everybody...

Let them at the feet of

Let Him hold you in His
Jesus.
big arms.

Watch them wither in the
Feel forgiveness - set you

Hallelujah...
light.
free.

So...

So...

So come on and...

Jesus Christ is coming back a
Jesus Christ is coming back
again
Jesus Christ is coming back a -
gain

again

gain.

again